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The author highlights Russia’s determination to exploit its advantages in the sphere of 

energy for increased global power and argues that the West needs to match this 

determination with clear support for countries like Ukraine and Georgia that are 

vulnerable. He points out that offering such countries clear prospects for membership in 

NATO and the EU would render Russia with no choice but to integrate with Europe. 

Without increased involvement of the EU in the Black Sea region, he warns, threats could 

grow to be intractable. 
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he Black Sea’s importance to the European security agenda has grown 

because it has become a critical route for shipping energy to Europe. But it is 

also vulnerable to terrorism, and proliferation due to pervasive and long-

standing criminality, corruption, and smuggling. It is an arena that 

encompasses many critical challenges and questions:  East-West rivalry over 

energy, the fate of the CIS, democratization of Eastern and Southeastern 

Europe, rising security threats such as nuclear and drug smuggling, the stalled 

EU-Turkish negotiations, the prospect of a renewed Kosovo crisis and the multiple 

security challenges in the Caucasus, Ukraine, Moldova.
1

Consequently American analysts like Bruce Jackson proclaim that Russia wages a “soft 

war” against Western influence in Eastern Europe, including the Black Sea zone.
2
 But the 

soft war also partakes of a classical geopolitical East-West rivalry, e.g. Moscow’s 

opposition to American military presence in and around the Black Sea and concern about 

Bulgaria and Romania’s overall pro-Western foreign policies. Russian spokesmen view 

these new bases and potential new missions of U.S. and NATO forces, including missile 

defense and power projection into the Caucasus or Central Asia, as anti-Russian threats, 

especially as NATO has stated that it takes issues like pipeline security in the Caucasus 

very seriously.
3
 Potential American missile bases in Ukraine will only further intensify 

Russian resistance.
4

The Context of Russia’s Reemergence 

Previously Europe has neglected the region.
5
 But it can no longer do so. The Black Sea 

littoral states are now critical parts of Europe’s “near abroad.”
6
 Indeed, “Europe will 

never be entirely secure if the Caucasus is left out of Europe’s security purview.”
7

Converging recent events highlight this area’s critical importance. They include 

constrained global energy supplies, the repeated Russo-Georgian crises that almost led to 

war in 2006 and which directly involved Russian naval threats in the Black Sea against 
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Georgia, Ukraine’s governmental crisis, ongoing “frozen conflicts,” heightened threats of 

nuclear and drug smuggling, the continuing regional fragility of governments, the 

stagnant-EU-Turkey negotiations, and a potential new Kosovo crisis all force the major 

powers and security organizations to get more involved here.
8

In many of the littoral states, the nature and stability of the state itself is at issue and/or at 

risk. Moreover these “compromised” states exist in an equally contentious 

neighborhood.
9
  From the Adriatic to Central Asia we find: 

Fragility of institutions and politico-administrative apparatus; democratic deficit, absence 

of civil society and legal mechanism for orderly transfer of power; crisis of identity 

owing  to religious or ethnic rivalry; inter-state, ethnic, tribal, and clan tensions; ethnic 

separatism; competitive involvement of major power, mechanisms for organizing and 

controlling aid; incomplete modernization; relative underdevelopment; social disparities; 

corruption; crime; founding of pseudo-states; [and] weakness of the state.
10

Therefore security here comprises the interactive dynamics of compromised states and of 

troubled neighborhoods.
11

Russia as a Black Sea Power: Perceptions and Objectives

The most dynamic aspect driving Western action in the Black Sea region is Russia’s 

emergence as an autocratic power demanding a free hand in its foreign and domestic 

affairs. Russia seeks to rearrange the CIS’ political map and control European energy 

supplies. The most alarming fact is not Russia’s reemergence, but rather its recrudescence 

as an autocratic and authoritarian power suffering from all the aforementioned 

pathologies. Russian analysts know and admit that Russia remains “a risk factor” in 

international politics even as it asserts its prerogatives.
12

 Russia’s unilateral neo-imperial 

policy in the CIS and efforts to secure permanent lodgments for influencing other East 

European states (mainly through energy and intelligence operations) arguably represent 

both the logical culmination of its autocracy and the solution to the security problems 

attendant upon its regression to autocracy.
13
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Russia not only demands a free hand in Eurasia, its objectives also entail renewed 

strategic bipolarity throughout Eurasia. While the West will comprise the EU and NATO, 

it demands a free hand in the East and the CIS.  Russia’s 1999 official submission of its 

official strategy for relations with the EU, made by then Prime Minister Vladimir Putin 

stated that:

As a world power situated on two continents, Russia should retain its freedom to 

determine and implement its foreign and domestic policies, its status and advantages of a 

Euro-Asian state and largest country of the CIS. The “development of partnership with 

the EU should contribute to consolidating Russia’s role as the leading power in shaping a 

new system of interstate political and economic relations in the CIS area” and thus, 

Russia would “oppose any attempts to hamper economic integration in the CIS (that may 

be made by the EU}, including through ‘special relations’ with individual CIS member 

states to the detriment of Russia’s interests.
14

In December 2006 Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov advocated dividing the world between 

NATO and the Russian-sponsored Collective Security Treaty Organization. Ivanov 

argued:  

The next logical step on the path of reinforcing international security may be to develop a 

cooperation mechanism between NATO and the CSTO, followed by a clear division of 

spheres of responsibility. This approach offers the prospect of enabling us to possess a 

sufficiently reliable and effective leverage for taking joint action in crisis situations in 

various regions of the world.
15

Russia here frankly urged spheres of influence, creation of a security system akin where 

smaller states revolve around Russia and a return to the Cold War’s strategic bipolarity 
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without its ideological rivalry.
16

 Ivanov’s proposal militarily parallels Putin’s 1999 

submission. Russia seeks to exclude not just NATO from the CIS, it also warned the EU 

to abstain from promoting conflict resolution for Moldova, Georgia and Nagorno-

Karabakh.
17

 These policies express the widespread elite belief that the EU and CIS must 

be separated and are fundamentally incompatible organizations.
18

While Moscow wants exclusive control over these conflicts, it will not promote any 

solution. Instead it will freeze them to perpetuate regional instability and maintain its 

sphere of influence in the Black Sea and CIS. Thus Moscow’s desired policy aims 

directly at frustrating the project of European integration, which historically represents a 

great threat to Russian interests.
19

 A democratic coalition threatens not only Russian 

interests but the state itself. Hence the comprehensive denunciation of color revolutions 

in the CIS as merely a Western organized plot against Russia. Therefore Russia does not 

want to be a part of any other system or an organization that would impose standards 

upon it.
20

 Turkey’s inclusion in the EU would therefore undoubtedly be regarded in 

Russia as a Russian defeat. 

Ultimately Russia aims to frustrate European integration while preserving a free hand so 

that it can avoid “a European choice”, i.e. democratizing reforms.
21

 Consequently it 

rejects genuine integration with Europe.  For example, the EU has drafted its own Black 

Sea program. Predictably Moscow dislikes this trend because it promotes further 

European integration including Turkey, Ukraine, and the Caucasus.
22

 As Sergei 

Medvedev wrote in 1999, Russia tries to limit the damage to its interests and obstruct any 

further European integration.

Damage limitation is a strategy that postpones Russia's European engagement.  

Underlying this argument is a long-term strategic consideration aimed at the new 

European balance of the twenty-first century. Russia, currently in a phase of geopolitical 

and economic decline, must prevent the fixation of this unfavorable status quo by any 

treaty, agreement or security system. Russia is objectively interested in maintaining the 

current uncertain and unstructured security arrangement that took shape in Europe in the 

wake of the Cold War as long as possible – preferably until the economic upsurge in 

Russia expected by the middle of the next decade. Russia is therefore instinctively 
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opposed to any institutional upgrade of European security, NATO enlargement included; 

it would prefer to see European security not as an institution, but as an open-ended 

process (much like the former CSCE; hence the current impact of Moscow on the OSCE) 

and would like to dissolve it in various pan-European collective security proposals, 

reminiscent of old Soviet designs of the 1930s.
23

Likewise, in 2002 Former Deputy Foreign Minister Ivan Ivanov told an American-

European-Russian forum in 2002: 

At the same time, Russia is a global and Eurasian power and obviously cannot 

concentrate its attention exclusively on Europe.  Therefore, while stressing our European 

identity we prefer to have a free hand in our policy towards and cooperation with all 

regions, including Asia, the United States, and, above all the CIS. Thus our relations with 

the EU can be expected to be only contractual, and not institutional, i.e. involving 

membership or association.
24

Russian analysts accept that Russia’s answer to the problem of state weakness is a 

reinvigorated autocracy that inherently conducts an imperial policy Egor Khlomogorov 

writes that: 

’Empire’ is the main category of any strategic political analysis in the Russian language.  

Whenever we start to ponder a full-scale, long-term construction of the Russian state, we 

begin to think of empire and in terms of empire.  Russians are inherently imperialists.25

Similarly Dmitri Furman wrote that, “The Russia-West struggle in the CIS is a struggle 

between two irreconcilable systems.”26 Furman accepts the current regime’s regressive 

ness as a link to the old regime, saying that “Managed democracies are actually a soft 

variant of the Soviet system.”27  Furman goes still farther, noting:  

Our system’s democratic camouflage demands partnership with the West.  However, the 

authoritarian, managed content of our system dictates the exact opposite. A safety zone 

for our system means a zone of political systems of the same kind of managed 

democracies that we are actively supporting in the CIS and, insofar as our forces allow, 

everywhere – in Serbia, the Middle East, even Venezuela. The Soviet Union’s policy 

might seem quixotic. The system of managed democracy in Russia will perish if Russia is 

besieged on all sides by unmanaged democracies. Ultimately it will once again be a 
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matter of survival. The West cannot fail to support the establishment of systems of the 

same type as the West’s, which means expanding its safety zone.  We cannot fail to 

oppose this. Therefore the struggle inside the CIS countries is beginning to resemble the 

Russian-Western conflict.
28

Russia and the CIS in the Black Sea  

Regarding Moldova, Putin early on invoked the Russian Diaspora and other ethnic 

minorities in an effort to truncate its independence. His justification evokes Catherine the 

Great or even Hitler and Stalin. 

Russia is interested in Moldova being a territorially whole, independent state. But this 

cannot be achieved unless the interests of all population groups, including Transdniester 

population, are observed.  Russia is prepared to participate in creating the conditions in 

which all residents will feel secure in Moldova. The political treaty must firmly ensure 

the rights of all those who reside on the territory of Moldova and who consider that 

Russia can be a guarantor of their rights.
29

Subsequently in 2003-2004 he sponsored the Kozak plan that Moldova rebuffed. One 

assessment of the Kozak plan observed that its institutional features were designed to 

provide Transnistria a veto over any legislation that would threaten the leadership.  

Ultimately these multiple loci of vetoes would make it impossible for the federal 

government to operate. In addition, the Kozak Memorandum included clauses that could 

be interpreted to easily dissolve the federation. For example, the Kozak Memorandum 

allowed for subjects of the federation to have the right “to leave the federation in case a 

decision is taken to unite the federation with another state and (or) in connection with the 

federation's full loss of sovereignty. [thus] Moldovan integration with international 

organizations such as the EU could be used as a basis for the dissolution of the federation 

under this clause.
30

Finally, Moscow unrelentingly works to frustrate NATO and EU’s advance into the 

Black Sea and Ukraine’s full integration with Europe using all its instruments of power to 

arrest and inhibit Ukrainian reform and Europeanization.
31

 One high-ranking Ukrainian 

official told the author that Russia wages a constant Cold War against Ukraine.
32

   

Likewise, despite talk of Russo-NATO cooperation, Moscow opposed NATO 

participation in naval operations in the Black Sea called Operation Active Endeavor that 
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targets at precisely the soft security threats that plague the Black Sea littoral as 

enumerated above. Typically Russia sought special conditions for its participation in this 

operation, a highly successful example of NATO members’ anti-terrorist naval 

cooperation since 2001.

Russia had wanted to exempt its own commercial vessels from mutual inspection 

procedures; the lynchpin of the operation.  Then it demanded that 'Active Endeavor' be 

governed by the NATO-Russia Council, even as it asked the alliance to pay for Russian 

participation.  NATO rejected all these, but finally elaborated an awkward arrangement 

whereby the Russian Navy operates in conjunction with NATO, but not under its 

command.
33

Russia also reserved the right to use weapons during the operation as it would be 

operating jointly with but not as part of the NATO Joint Command Naples forces.
34

But when other littoral states except Turkey proposed conducting this exercise in the 

Black Sea, Moscow flatly refused to support it, hiding behind Turkey’s oppostion to it.
35

Moscow hid behind Ankara’s insistence that the Montreux Treaty forbade using naval 

ships in such exercises even in peacetime even though the Russian military welcomed 

participating in this operation’s Mediterranean dimension and warships have transited the 

Straits during peacetime.
36

Moscow's attitude is not surprising. When NATO conducted 

exercises with Ukraine along the Black Sea Coast in 2003, the Russian press reported 

Russia's opposition to those exercises because Russian military men could not accept 

"alien" NATO naval vessels in “their lake.” Worse, since those operations' scenario 

postulated an anti-separatist operation, Russian officials saw this as an intimation of 

future NATO assistance to Georgia or Ukraine against Moscow-backed separatists in 

Abkhazia or Crimea.
37

Subsequent operations planned for the coast of Ukraine, involving an amphibious landing 

against terrorists, Operaion Sea Breeze, were aborted after Russian-instigated popular 

demonstrations made it impossible for Kiev and NATO to conduct the operation. Once 

Operation Active Endeavor raised the issue of the Black Sea, the same concerns arose, 

along with the potential for internationalizing the Georgian-Abkhazian conflict and 

tensions with Ukraine over the future disposition of the Black Sea Fleet and boundaries 

along the Sea of Azov.
38
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Nevertheless Washington, perhaps trying to advance the regional security agenda without 

Russian obstructionism, has begun implementing its own vision of a Black Sea policy or 

initiative.
39

 U.S. officials explicitly define this new policy as one that supports much of 

Turkey’s position on Black Sea issues. While Washington would welcome Russian 

support and cooperation, it will proceed without it.
40

Meanwhile NATO enlargement to Ukraine and Georgia  remains particularly vexing for 

Russia.  In April, 2004 Ukraine’s government signed a memorandum of understanding 

with NATO.  It mentioned the movement of alliance vessels through Ukrainian territorial 

waters, including the Sea of Azov and Kerch Straits. Ukraine promised to supply NATO 

with all required technical, informational, medical, and other assistance for the conduct of 

training exercises, as well as full-fledged military or peacekeeping operations under the 

Partnership for Peace program.
41

Russia responded predictably. Russia charged that the accord violated the 2003 Russo-

Ukrainian agreement on those waters that no third party vessels could navigate them 

without both parties’ specific agreement, a statement missing from the MoU.
42 

Furthermore, unnamed sources in the Russian Ministry of foreign Affairs stated that: 

Ukraine’s readiness to allow its territory to be used for unspecified NATO operations 

without Russian permission does not accord with Article 6 of [our treaty] that stipulates, 

specifically, that neither side may allow its territory to be used in any way that 

jeopardizes the security of the other.”
43

Subsequently Russian writers cast this issue in the light of a potential Russo-Ukrainian 

armed conflict. 

The document gives NATO forces so called “rapid access” to the territory of Ukraine not 

only during military exercises, but also when conducting military operations. This means 

that Ukraine could become a beachhead for waging any NATO operations, including 

those not sanctioned by the UN Security Council.  Under these circumstances rapid 

reaction forces of  the North Atlantic alliance could be activated across the entire expanse 

of the European portion of Russia, and even blockade the RF Black Sea Fleet based in the 

Crimea until the basing term there expires (in 2017 author).
44
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This analysis then cited Russian concerns about future Ukrainian pressure on the Black 

Sea Fleet and the  transformation of the Black Sea into a NATO lake, greatly enhancing 

NATO’s aerial and naval reconnaissance capabilities, undermining the entire concept of 

Russia’s strategic rear and meaningful capability in the Sea of Azov or Black Sea.
45

As Ukraine has previously stated that it wants the Russian Black Sea Fleet out of its 

current bases in Sevastopol when the Russo-Ukrainian treaty expires in 2017, Russo-

Ukrainian tensions, already strained over energy and other issues, will keep growing over 

the future disposition of that fleet, its assets, and infrastructures.  Most recently, Putin 

even offered Ukraine security guarantees in return for permanently stationing the Black 

Sea Fleet on its territory, a superfluous but ominous gesture since Russia already 

guaranteed Ukraine’s security through the Tashkent treaty of 1992 and the Tripartite 

agremeent with Ukraine and America in 1994.
46

 Putin’s offer also came with his typically 

“dialectical” aprpoach to Ukrainian sovereignty in the Crimea where he stated that, 

The Crimea forms part of the Ukrainian side and we cannot interfere in another country’s 

internal affairs.  At the same time, however, Russia cannot be indifferent to what happens 

in the Ukriane and Crimea.
47

As one recent commentary puts it: 

Moscow has the political and covert action means to create in the Crimea the very type of 

situations against which Putin is offering to “protect” Ukraine if the Russian Fleet’s 

presence is extended. Thus far such means have been shown to include inflammatory 

visits and speeches by Rusisan Duma deputies in the Crimea, challegnes to Ukraine’s 

control of Tuzla Island in the Kerch Strait, the fanning of “anti-NATO –in fact anti-

American– protests by Russian groups in connection with planned military exercises and 

artificial Russian-Tatar tensions on the peninsula.
48

Russia is augmenting its capabilities for such covert subversion by instituting a 

substantial program whereby it gives soldiers and officers in the Transnistrian “Army”, 

which occupies part of Moldova, Russian military service passports and rotates them 

through elite Rusian officer training courses called Vystrel at Sonechegorsk, the Russian 

Combined Arms Training Center there. The subversive implications of this program 

should be obvious to all observers.
49

 Therefore Kiev excludes the stationing of any 

foreign troops on its territory.
50
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Moscow is still more outspoken toward Georgian membership in NATO, especially as it 

believes Georgia wants to provoke it into a war over South Ossetia and Abkhazia and 

Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili arouses a reaction in the Russian leadership akin 

to that triggered in America by Fidel Castro. Russo-Georgian relations are so bad that an 

armed clash is neither inconceivable nor a remote possibility despite a recent uptick in 

relations.
51

 In the last six months we have seen armed Georgian actions against local 

insurgents, Georgian arrests of Russian agents who were planning a coup, Russian 

economic sanctions against Georgia, Moscow’s deportation of Georgians from Russia, 

Russian sanctions against Georgia, Russian-sponsored talk of invoking a Kosovo 

precedent to detach Abkhazia and South Ossetia from Georgia, and Russian-backed 

referendums in those two provinces in favor of independence.  

The Russo-Turkish Rapprochement

Therefore, and given the continuing signs of imperfect democratic control over the 

military in Turkey, and the stagnation of Turkey’s drive for membership in the European 

Union, the current Russo-Turkish rapprochement is not unexpected.  While Russian 

energy exports to and through Turkey are a factor, equally important is a shared 

resentment and suspicion about European and American motives and policies, especially 

regarding the Black Sea and the Middle East.
52

 But there is also, as observers note, a 

shared congruence of perceptions about key issues in contemporary world politics.
53

We have known for some time that those forces in Turkey that are suspicious of, if not 

hostile to membership in the EU raise the specter of a Turkey oriented more towards its 

Middle Eastern and/or Russian neighbors.
54

  Although this Turco-Russian rapprochement 

is not the typical pattern, it does recall the 1920s and 1930s when both were weak or 

excluded from Europe (in Moscow’s case by deliberate choice) and their rapprochement 

made sense.  Simultaneously Moscow’s intense campaign to win influence in Greece 

through energy deals and arms sales also suggests the revival of Moscow’s ancient dream 

of being the main international actor in Southeastern Europe.  Meanwhile, the similarities 

between present conditions of disarray and the loss of vision and leadership in Europe 

and the United States, themselves factors bound up with the war in Iraq, and international 

relations in the interwar period should give us all pause. 

The Energy Factor 

Energy is Russia’s most strategic weapon, not only to increase state and major firms’ 

revenues but also to destabilize regional governments and coerce them to remain part of a 
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Russian-dominated bloc – hence the constant energy battles and repeated use of energy 

and other sanctions by Russia against Moldova, Georgia, Ukraine, Belarus, and the Baltic 

states. These policies generate considerable anxiety among local governments that Russia 

will use this weapon to hinder reforms and the consolidation of Eurasia into a secure 

democratic region.
55

Reports by Russian and Ukrainian media suggest that Russia is attempting to coerce 

Ukraine. They report that the agreement to provide Ukraine with gas at well below 

market price of 130 dollars per tcm (thousand cubic meters) was conditional and may be 

for one year rather than the five years originally reported. In return Ukraine must hold a 

quick referendum on joining NATO, which would probably be defeated; allow the Black 

Sea Fleet to stay in Crimea at least through 2017; keep buying gas through Gazprom’s 

subsidiary Rosukrenergo (a company with very shadowy ties) through 2011; and get 

Turkmen gas exclusively through Russia. Thus it must not try to change its current price 

for Gazprom for transporting gas through Ukraine to Europe. Other sources state that 

Ukraine is ready to pay Russia for keeping favorable gas prices by “assisting” Russian 

state companies to buy shares in Ukrainian aviation and energy industries.
56

Similar trends are cited in Russo-Serbian ties. Apparently Serbia stopped privatization of 

its oil industry lest this antagonize Russia, which intends to make Serbia the center of the 

Balkans for the distribution of Russian gas. It also was feared that Russia might withdraw 

support for Serbia’s position on Kosovo.
57

Finally, the new Russo-Bulgarian-Greek Burgas-Alexandropoulos oil pipeline that would 

take Kazakh oil through Russian pipes to Burgas and then down to Alexandropoulos 

underscores the complex economic and political rivalries dotting the region and Russia’s 

use of energy to establish hegemony in the CIS. Russia controls 51 percent of the Burgas-

Alexandropoulos oil pipeline project and the other two partners have 24.5 percent each. 

Their motives are obvious, becoming major players in the energy field and gaining 

regular oil supplies, large transit fees, and opportunities for jobs and investments.  But 

Moscow’s agenda is broader and more strategic. It recently intensified pressure to 

conclude this long- discussed project because of Turkey’s continuing restrictions on 

tanker trade in the Bosphorus through which one-third of Russian oil flows.   

While Ankara invokes environmental security, this policy forced more shipments through 

the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline that bypasses Russia and which Moscow will not 

support. The new project will relieve pressure on the Bosporus and bypass Turkey. As it 

uses Kazakh oil, Moscow will maintain pressure to ensure that this oil only reaches 

markets through its routes and keep Kazakhstan dependent upon it, just as it seeks to do 

with Turkmen gas. Third, Washington is sponsoring a huge competitive infrastructural 

plan for the Black Sea that would link Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Turkey, which has 
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made clear its ambition to be a key regional distributor and pivot in the global energy 

trade, and the Balkans while bypassing Russia.
58

   

Conclusion

These examples highlight the intertwining of energy and security issues and Moscow’s 

determination to exploit that fact.  But these examples also validate Tesmur Basilia’s 

observations that for many CIS countries “the acute issue of choosing between alignment 

with Russia and the West is associated with the choice between two models of social 

development.”
59

 Russia wants an external analogue of its domestic system, where it can 

do as it pleases and could reproduce and project outward its autocracy.  This is obviously 

unacceptable to local governments and the West but Moscow will persist until local 

governments and the West decisively rebuff it. The best answer to Russia is eventual 

acceptance of states like Ukraine and Georgia (but not only them) into the EU and 

NATO. Foreclosing Moscow’s imperial option ultimately leaves it no choice but to 

integrate into, not beside, Europe. 

Meanwhile local and Western states must undertake and support local reform. This 

means crafting a viable EU energy policy and increased involvement in Black Sea issues 

to attack regional threats. Not only is the security environment becoming more unstable 

as the security agenda broadens,  

There is no specific ‘regional security any more. Today any special national or even 

regional security arrangements are virtually irrelevant.  Both the threats and our 

responses are global. While certain specific regional security concerns remain, their 

management can no longer be national or even regional. More importantly, these regional 

issues are overshadowed by the new global and domestic security threats facing the entire 

OECD community.
60

These remarks encapsulate the regional security agenda.  All interested governments 

must grasp their larger responsibilities and a broader vision of them than before.  

Otherwise the problems they inevitably face in the future will be bigger and more 
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intractable.  The Black Sea is Europe’s frontier and if the frontier is ablaze, the center 

will soon be burned as well. 


